FAST sequences optimization for contrast media pharmacokinetic quantification in tissue.
The purpose of this study was to investigate the influence of the fast gradient-recalled echo (GRE) sequence parameters on the contrast dynamic range and signal sensitivity, to optimize the magnetic resonance (MR) sequence for contrast media pharmacokinetic assessment. Effects of the fast low-angle shot (FLASH), Fast acquisition at steady rate (FAST), and radiofrequency-spoiled (RF)-FAST sequence parameters were studied in vitro. The FAST sequence had the highest sensitivity in low gadolinium (Gd) concentration. The FLASH and RF-FAST sequences had a larger contrast dynamic range, but the FLASH images contained side band artifacts. Increasing the flip angle to 90 degrees raised the sensitivity of the FAST sequence and the contrast dynamic range of the RF-FAST sequence. The shortest possible TE was optimal for both contrast dynamics and imaging time. TI had an influence on the sensitivity of the FAST sequence only for small acquisition matrices. This study indicates the optimal parameters for contrast dynamics (RF-FAST, 90 degrees flip angle, shortest possible TE) and sensitivity (FAST, 90 degrees flip angle, long TI(eff)).